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Fan Fiction/Narrative Elements Study Guide KEY 
*For LAL 8 and LAL 8 Honors 

*Review class notes, text annotations, and practice activities. 
 

1. What is fan fiction? 

-A type of narrative writing about characters and/or settings from an original work of fiction 

2. What literary elements must remain the same moving from an original text to a fan fiction piece? 

-When creating a fan fiction writing piece, the themes and characterization must remain the same as 

the original work. 

3. What literary elements can change moving from an original text to a fan fiction piece? 

-When creating a fan fiction writing piece, fan fiction writers may develop new/existing conflicts, 

create new plot lines, or change perspective. 

4. At what point in a text would a fan fiction writer begin the alternate ending? 

-An alternate ending begins at, and includes, the climax of the original work. 

5. What narrative techniques do authors use in writing?  *You will not be asked to list these, rather to 

apply them- find them in reading or use them in writing. 

-Narrative Writing Techniques include: Flashback/flash-forward, multiple plot lines, inner thinking, 

dialogue, revealing actions, multiple points of view, first person narrator, dramatic irony, imagery, 

figurative language, tone, symbolism. 

6. What narrative goals to authors aim to reach in writing?  *You will not be asked to list these, rather 

to apply them- find them in reading or use them in writing. 

-Narrative Writing Goals include: Provide context/background info, introduce characters, show 

character motivation, stir empathy, create a setting, build a mood, set up a problem, raise the stakes 

(intensify problem), build suspense, get readers predicting/foreshadowing, support a theme, show a 

resolution. 

7. What is narrative mode/mode of narration/perspective/point of view? *All these terms have the 

same meaning! 

-Narrative mode describes who is telling the story- the events and plot points.  Text that is not 

dialogue is considered narration. 

8. What are the different types of point of view and what do they mean? 

- First Person- A character in the story is telling the events (look for personal pronouns like I, me, my, 

we us in narration) 

-Second Person- The narrator is speaking directly to the audience/reader (look for second person 

pronouns like you, yours, you’d) 



-Third Person Objective- An outside narrator is telling the events; no thoughts or feelings of any 

characters are revealed  

-Third Person Limited- An outside narrator is telling the events; thoughts or feelings of one character 

are revealed 

-Third Person Omniscient- An outside narrator is telling the events; thoughts or feelings of two or 

more character are revealed 

 
 
 

*In a Cold Reading/Writing Prompt: 
(These are not to memorize!  These are examples- you may practice in your IR novels or 

review annotations/examples from in-class texts) 
 
 

Students should be able to find, defend, and analyze, narrative techniques used in a passage. 

A narrative technique in “Willow Street Blues” is figurative language.  Joey’s “heart was beating like a 

drum machine; he could feel it pulsing through his chest.  Through this use of simile and hyperbole, the 

author highlights Joey’s worried and anxious nature. 

 

Students should be able to find, defend, and analyze narrative goals reached in a passage. 

 A narrative goal the author reaches is “Willow Street Blues” is to get the reader 

predicting/foreshadowing.  Joey “impulsively ran up to the bike.  He hardly paid attention to anything 

around him” (1).  This leads to reader to infer that Joey may not be aware of his surroundings, and may not 

be aware of the type of bike he is taking.  Later in the story, the reader learns that the bike actually belonged 

to his brother, Roger.   

 

Students should be able to find, defend, and analyze narrative mode in a passage. 

The narrative mode in “An Uncomfortable Bed” is first person.  The main character thinks to himself, 

“I scented a practical joke in the air, as a dog scents game” (1).  This inner thinking reveals that the main 

character is apprehensive and paranoid while staying with his friends. 

 

Students should be able to find themes and characterization in an original text, and mirror those 

elements in a fan fiction piece. 

*See Harry Potter and The Outsiders Fan Fiction narrative on website.  Study your annotations.  You 

have also had practice with this in writing your IR deleted scene.  If you have more questions regarding how 

this may appear on the assessment, please reach out. 



Students should be able to use narrative techniques and goals in their own creative writing. 

 *Again, see Harry Potter and The Outsiders Fan Fiction narrative on website.  Study your 

annotations.  You have also had practice with this in writing your IR deleted scene.  If you have more 

questions regarding how this may appear on the assessment, please reach out. 

 
 

 


